Vitamin K shot: Why does my newborn need it?

What is vitamin K?
Vitamin K is an important nutrient. It is used by the body to help blood clot and to stop bleeding.

Where do we naturally get vitamin K from?
Adults get vitamin K from the food we eat, and from bacteria living in our guts. Babies are born with low levels of vitamin K, and do not have enough bacteria to produce vitamin K on their own. The vitamin K shot increases their low vitamin K levels at birth.

Why do babies need vitamin K?
All babies are born with low levels of Vitamin K. That amount is not enough to prevent a bleeding disorder called “Vitamin K Deficiency Bleeding”, also called VKDB.

What is Vitamin K Deficiency Bleeding (VKDB)?
VKDB is a bleeding disorder in babies. It can be prevented by a single shot of vitamin K shortly after birth. Without this shot, VKDB can be fatal for a baby even if there is no physical injury to the baby. VKDB happens when babies cannot stop bleeding because their blood does not have enough vitamin K to form a clot. The bleeding can happen inside or outside the body. When the bleeding is inside the body, it can be hard to notice. A baby with VKDB can bleed into their internal organs, or into the brain, which can lead to brain damage and even death. Most cases of VKDB happen within the first two weeks of life, but babies who do not get the vitamin K shot can be at risk for VKDB up to six months of age.

Are all babies in New York required to receive vitamin K?
Yes. New York State requires your baby’s medical provider to give vitamin K within six hours of birth to prevent VKDB. The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) recommends that the vitamin K shot should be given to newborns as an intramuscular dose. Vitamin K shots have been used since they were first recommended by the AAP in 1961.

Will breastfeeding increase my baby’s vitamin K?
Breastmilk is the most nutritious food for your baby, but it does not have enough vitamin K. Even if a parent eats more vitamin K-rich foods or takes vitamin K supplements during pregnancy or while breastfeeding, babies still won’t have enough vitamin K to prevent VKDB. The AAP recommends that all newborns, breastfed or formula fed, should receive the vitamin K shot.

What about oral vitamin K?
Oral vitamin K for newborns does not work as well at protecting your baby. A vitamin K shot given at birth is the best way to prevent Vitamin K Deficiency Bleeding.

Are there any potential risks associated with the vitamin K shot?
No. Vitamin K has been safely used to prevent the risk of newborn bleeding since 1961. The vitamin K shot is safe and necessary for your baby.

Will the vitamin K shot hurt?
Parents do not like to see their newborns in pain. Babies have a little discomfort after getting the vitamin K shot. If you want to soothe your baby after the vitamin K shot, you can breastfeed, hold your baby skin-to-skin or swaddle your baby. All of these are great ways to comfort babies.
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